DISSEMINATIONS – COMPLETED 2013

"Identity formation and Community Solidarity: Second Temple historiographies in discourse with (South) African theologies of reconstruction."
NS Cezula, D.Th. (OT), Promoter: LC Jonker.

"God en hoop volgens die parallelismes in die boek Jesaja."
A Daniels, D.Th. (OT), Promoter: HL Bosman.

"Paul and Israel: Flesh, spirit and identity."
P du Toit, Ph.D. (NT), Promoter: J Punt.

"Covenant and righteousness in Isaiah 42 – a Kamba theological perspective."
J Muutuki, D.Th. (OT), Promoter: HL Bosman.

"Life Preservation in Genesis and Exodus: An Exegetical Study of the Tebah of Noah and Moses."
J Spoelstra, D.Th. (OT), Promoter: LC Jonker.

"Idioms in Biblical Hebrew: towards their identification and classification."
M van den Heever, Ph.D. (Biblical Languages), Promoters: CHJ van der Merwe & E Wendland.

"The intricate relationship between politics and religion in the Hebrew Bible: The prophet Amos as a case study."
K Wax, Ph.D. (Bible Interpretation), Promoter: PA Kruger.
"A cognitive linguistic description of Biblical Hebrew connectives."
C-J Yoo, Ph.D. (Biblical Languages), Promoter: CHJ van der Merwe.